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ABSTRACT
Introduction Inadequate management of pain and

sedation in critically ill children can cause unnecessary
suffering and agitation, but also delirium and iatrogenic
withdrawal. It is, therefore, important to address these four
interrelated conditions together. Some clinical practice
guidelines (CPGs) are available for the management of
pain and sedation, and a few for delirium and iatrogenic
withdrawal in the paediatric intensive care unit; none
address the four conditions altogether. Critical appraisal of
the quality of CPGs is necessary for their recommendations
to be adopted into clinical practice. The aim of this
systematic review is to identify and appraise the quality
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INTRODUCTION
Critically ill children in the paediatric intensive care unit (PICU), particularly those who

What is already known on this topic
► Optimal analgesia and sedation management is

challenging in the paediatric intensive care unit.
► Pain, sedation, delirium and iatrogenic withdrawal

are interrelated conditions that need to be assessed
as a whole to prevent negative outcomes.

What this study hopes to add
► Researchers will compare the quality of clinical

practice guidelines across all four interrelated conditions of pain, sedation, delirium and iatrogenic
withdrawal.
► Researchers will compare recommendations by describing the certainty and applicability of the base of
evidence for clinical practice guidelines.

are mechanically ventilated, require adequate
identification and treatment of pain, sedation, delirium and iatrogenic withdrawal.1
Healthcare professionals (HCPs) manage
this with the use of analgesics and sedatives,
often in combination, with 65% of children
receiving both.2 Optimal titration of analgesics and sedatives prevent pain, delirium
and iatrogenic withdrawal,3 4 as well as agitation that can cause accidental extubation.5
Over sedation and analgesia can result in
prolonged mechanical ventilation, increased
PICU length of stay, morbidity and mortality.1
In the PICU setting, 40%–65% of children
are unable to self-
report due to mechanical ventilation and young age (under the
age of 4).6 7 Given the large proportion of
non-
communicative children and the need
for quality care, it is crucial that HCPs use
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guidelines for research and evaluation (AGREE) II has
emerged as the most widely used appraisal instrument.30
The AGREE Enterprise recently developed the AGREE
REX) instrurecommendation of excellence (AGREE-
ment for the quality appraisal of recommendations.31
Thus, researchers should use these two instruments jointly
to assess CPG quality and to ensure that the evidence
supporting recommendations in CPGs is reliable and
trustworthy. This is essential so that CPGs remain sources
of information that clinicians use to improve their practice and care of patients. The identification, appraisal and
comparison of quality of CPGs and their recommendations is a valuable first step in informing efforts to incorporate these four overlapping conditions together in a
standardised way to optimise care in the PICU. In this
systematic review, researchers aim to appraise the quality
of CPGs and recommendations for the assessment and
management of pain, sedation, delirium and iatrogenic
withdrawal in the PICU. Their specific objectives are:
1. To identify published CPGs for the assessment and
management of pain, sedation, delirium and iatrogenic withdrawal.
2. To appraise the quality of selected CPGs.
3. To appraise the quality of recommendations included
in CPGs.
4. To summarise the convergence of recommendations
and the overall robustness of recommendation in
CPGs.
METHODS AND ANALYSIS
Researchers of this study protocol used the methodological guide for conducting systematic reviews of CPGs to
guide the development of each stage.32 They reported
according to the Preferred Reporting items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses protocols (PRISMA)
(online supplemental table 1A).33
Inclusion/exclusion criteria for study selection
To guide CPG selection, the population, intervention,
comparators, attributes and recommendations framework was used (see table 1).32 For the purpose of this
review, CPGs must have included recommendations
developed from available evidence, including expert
opinion.16 CPGs and guidance statements will be considered. CPGs that include paediatric populations will be
included in this review if they: (1) are endorsed by a
society, (2) include a recommendation for assessment of
any of the four conditions and (3) are the most current
version. Publication year will be limited to 2010 to present
for two reasons. First, this timeframe corresponds with a
paradigmatic shift in intensive care unit sedation practice.34 Second, the first consensus guideline for critically
ill children was published in 2006.20 If updated within 5
years, as recommended,35 it would be captured within
the search strategy. This review will include broad CPGs
for the assessment and management of any of the four
conditions, including postoperative pain. However, CPGs
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multiple measurement instruments to assess pain, sedation, delirium and iatrogenic withdrawal.
Assessment is the cornerstone for management of the
four conditions.8 It helps HCPs to individualise treatment and plan appropriate multimodal interventions.1
Although, HCPs have access to several measurement
instruments for assessing pain and sedation,9 and more
recently, for delirium and iatrogenic withdrawal.10 A
recent survey including 168 PICUs in 18 countries, found
wide variation in the application of measurement instruments across the four conditions into practice.11 In fact,
some researchers have shown that HCPs struggle to select
the right measurement instrument for these four conditions.12 13 This may be due to the overlap among similar
behavioural cue items across measurement instruments
across these four conditions, or the plethora of measurement instruments available.10 14 15 While on one hand
there is a need for psychometrically sound measurement
instruments for each condition, it is equally important
not to look at these conditions in siloes but to incorporate
them together into standardised care practices,14 15 either
in clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) or as protocols or
algorithms to improve assessment and management.
CPGs are created by synthesising research to help
bridge the evidence-
to-
practice gap. The purported
benefits of CPG implementation are the standardisation
of care practices; improvements in patient safety; and
patient outcomes.16 There are few CPGs for management of these four conditions in the PICU, with only two
for pain,17 18 and one for pain, sedation and delirium.19
Furthermore, some guidance documents exist, including
practice/position/consensus statements/recommendations (hereafter, referred to as CPGs).14 20 21 Although
there is one position statement for the assessment of
pain, sedation, delirium and iatrogenic withdrawal for
paediatric critical care patients,14 it does not include
recommendations for management. Previous systematic
reviews of CPGs for pain in paediatrics exist. They target
neonates,22 or burn patients,23 or focus on procedural22 24
or acute pain.23 Systematic reviews of CPGs concerning
best practices for children in the PICU are lacking. To
date, none have been conducted on either of the four
conditions, nor have they been examined together.
Recently, scholars have criticised systematic reviews of
CPGs and their lack of quality appraisal of recommendations.25 Several systematic reviews of CPG recommendations have demonstrated evidence that weakly
supports the recommendations.26 27 Researchers, in a
recent systematic review of CPGs for paediatric populations, that filtered publications between 2017 and 2019,
found that 75% of the 216 CPGs were evidence-based.28
It is important that researchers establish methodological
quality of CPGs and the evidence base of recommendations to promote evidence-informed interventions.
Quality CPGs and their contained recommendations
should reflect the most current evidence. Although,
numerous appraisal instruments exist for assessing
the quality of CPGs,29 internationally, the appraisal of
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Population, clinical
indication(s), and condition(s)

Interventions

Study population:
► Include: Children (newborn (>38 weeks gestations) to 18 years of age)
► Exclude: premature infants and adults
Clinical indications:
► Include: management of either pain (including postoperative, persistent and prolonged
pain), sedation, delirium or iatrogenic withdrawal
► Exclude: Management specific to medications, chronic and procedural pain of short
duration, procedural sedation provided in other care settings (eg, dentistry, radiology,
endoscopy) or for short duration
Conditions:
► Include: children in intensive care
Any intervention focusing on the on-going management of either pain, sedation, delirium or
iatrogenic withdrawal

Comparator(s), comparison(s) Comparator/comparison: Any
and (key) content
Key content:
► If a broad population is included, the CPG must have separate recommendations for
children
► The CPG can be implemented in the intensive care setting but does not need to be
specifically developed for intensive care
► The CPG must include recommendations on assessment for either pain, sedation, delirium
or iatrogenic withdrawal
Attributes of eligible CPGs

Recommendations
characteristics and ‘other’
considerations

Language: No restrictions
Year of publication: 2010 onward
Setting:
► Include: Applicable to paediatric intensive care, can be broad/general
► Exclude: CPGs developed specifically for other settings: neonatal intensive care units,
emergency department, pre-operative/operating room
Developing/publishing organisation:
► Include: CPGs issued or endorsed by international, national or regional societies/
professional organisations, or governments from developed countries
► Exclude: CPGs that were developed by an individual organisation (eg, hospital) or unit
within an organisation
Version: Latest/newest version (preceding versions will be excluded)
Type: CPGs, consensus statements, practice/position recommendations/alerts/statements
Quality score: The AGREE II will be used to assess quality but will not be used as a criterion
to determine eligibility for inclusion in this systematic review
Recommendations: CPGs must have at least one specific recommendation for assessment
for either pain, sedation, delirium or iatrogenic withdrawal (either explicitly highlighted as a
recommendation (primary) or noted in the body of the text (secondary—not explicitly identified
as a recommendation))

AGREE, Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation; CPG, clinical practice guideline; PICAR, population, intervention, comparators,
attributes and recommendation.

will be excluded if focused on specific patient groups
(eg, cardiac). CPGs on diagnostic procedures (eg, endoscopy) or procedures of limited temporal duration (eg,
venipuncture) will be excluded. Procedures that require
prolonged use in the PICU setting (eg, respiratory
support), will be included.
Search methods
Informational sources
The search will be conducted in:
1. Four electronic databases: Medline ALL (Ovid),
Embase.com CINAHL with Full Text (EBSCO), and
Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) EBP Database.
2. Ten guideline repositories.

3. Thirteen professional societies/organisations (online
supplemental table 1B) contains a list of guideline repositories and professional societies/organisations to
be searched).
Search strategy
The search strategy will be developed with the assistance of a health services librarian. Index and free terms
describing CPGs and pain, sedation, delirium, withdrawal
will be combined to create an advanced search strategy
that will be translated for all databases and sources of
information. The final search strategy for Embase.com
is provided in online supplemental table 1C. The search
strategy will be peer reviewed by another librarian using
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Table 1 PICAR statement: inclusion and exclusion criteria

Open access

Guideline selection
The search results will be imported into Endnote 20
reference manager (Clarivate Analytics, USA) for duplicate removal. The remaining citations will be uploaded
to Rayyan QCRI (Qatar Computing Research Institute,
Doha, Qatar) to manage the screening process.37
Titles and abstracts of all citations will be screened by
two independent reviewers to determine those for full-
text review. These will be retrieved and assessed against
the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Reasons for exclusion will be recorded. Any disagreements will be resolved
through discussion and consensus or by a third reviewer.
Supporting documents (eg, evidence tables, conflict of
interest declarations), where available, will be retrieved
by the review team from the endorsing organisation’s
website to ensure all relevant documents will be available
for quality appraisal for included CPGs.
The PRISMA flow diagram will be used to show the
selection process and summarise the inclusion and exclusion details.38
Data extraction
Information from each included CPGs will be extracted
by two independent reviewers. The review team developed an Excel spreadsheet for data extraction (online
supplemental figures 1–4D) to 4D) that will be piloted
and revised during the data extraction phase. The
following key areas will be extracted: (1) General information: title, first author, year of publication, language,
developing organisation, country, type of CPG, condition addressed (pain, sedation, delirium, iatrogenic
withdrawal), target population, target setting, level of
evidence (LoE) rating system, grade of evidence rating
system; (2) Quality of included CPGs using the AGREE II
instrument (details below)30; (3) Quality of recommendations from medium quality and higher CPGs using
the AGREE-REX instrument (details below)31 and (4)
Recommendations (one worksheet per condition, and
each line will represent one recommendation): recommendation, grade of recommendation, classification of
evidence, list of supporting citation(s), categorisation of
recommendation as per CPG.
Quality appraisal of CPGs and recommendations
Quality of CPGs. Each included CPG will be independently appraised by at least two reviewers using the
AGREE II instrument.30 The AGREE II is a validated and
reliable appraisal instrument for assessing the quality of
CPGs.30 It contains 23 items across 6 domains: (1) scope
and purpose; (2) stakeholder involvement; (3) rigour
of development; (4) clarity of presentation; (5) applicability and (6) editorial independence. Each item will
be appraised against a 7-point Likert scale ranging from
1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). In addition,
there are two global rating scores: (1) overall quality of
4

the CPG, and (2) whether the guideline would be recommended for use.
Quality of CPGs recommendations. The AGREE–REX
will be used for assessing the quality of recommendations.31 It is a recently developed, valid and reliable
appraisal instrument containing nine items across three
domains: (1) clinical applicability; (2) values and preferences and (3) implementability.31 Each item will be
appraised by at least three reviewers using the same
seven-point Likert scale, as in the AGREE II. It includes
a global rating score of the overall quality of the CPGs
recommendations.
To score the AGREE II each item’s score across
reviewers will be summed and converted to a percentage
of the maximum possible score for each domain.30 For
the AGREE-REX, the consensus score approach will be
used, whereby the review team will meet to agree on
AGREE-REX item scores39
To ensure standardisation of appraisal, the training
tools available for the AGREE II on the website (www.
agreetrust.com) will be used to train each reviewer. For
the AGREE-REX, a training video will be created by one
research team member (ID). This video will be used to
train each member of the review team. One included
CPG will then be selected by the entire review team, and
a consensus meeting will be held to ensure familiarity
with the tools. The AGREE II inter-rater agreement will
be calculated using intraclass correlation coefficients
(ICCs) with a two-way random effects model for each
domain. The levels of ICC agreement will be classified
as poor (<0.50), moderate (0.50–0.75), good (0.75–0.9)
and excellent (>0.9).40
Data synthesis
Quality of CPGs and recommendations
The AGREE Enterprise has no established quality
threshold, instead review teams must establish their own
prior to appraisal.41 As recommended in a recent systematic review of AGREE II thresholds for determining CPG
quality, we will use the three-step system where high quality
are scores>60%, medium quality are scores between
>30% and 60%, and low quality are scores <30% across
all domains.42 For determining when the AGREE-REX
will be applied to assessing recommendations the same
a priori establishment of a threshold is recommended
in the AGREE-REX user manual.41 For this review, the
AGREE-REX will be used only with CPGs that meet at
least the medium level threshold (eg, >30%) for methodological development using the AGREE II. Clusters of
recommendations on single topics (eg, assessment) will
then be appraised in these CPGs. This decision was made
because this is the first review of its kind, and the quality
of recommendations between CPGs is uncertain.
The results of the AGREE II and AGREE-REX scores
will be presented in a table. The quality of each domain
will be presented as a heat map based on the threshold
cut-offs for quality as described above.
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the PRESS checklist.36 During full-
text screening, if a
CPG is mentioned, it will be retrieved for review.

Open access
conditions, which has not been previously conducted, as
well as the evaluation of the quality of CPGs and the base
of evidence for included recommendations.
A limitation of this systematic review will be ensuring
the review team is sufficiently trained in using the
AGREE-REX, as this is a novel tool. Currently, no training
resources exist and guidance on its use during the systematic review process is lacking. This might lead to divergent
scores. To mitigate this limitation, a member of the review
team will develop a training video, and the researchers
will use a consensus process. It is likely that the heterogeneity of research conducted in the PICU setting will lead
to low-quality scores for recommendations.

PATIENT AND PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
There was no patient or public involvement in the development of the systematic review protocol. The Swiss
Society of Intensive Care Medicines’ Pain, Agitation,
Delirium, Immobility and Sleep working group will be
involved in data synthesis as clinical experts.

CONCLUSION
Management of pain and sedation is a balancing act for
HCPs in order to provide optimal comfort and avoid
delirium and iatrogenic withdrawal for their paediatric patients. Recommendations for managing these
four interrelated conditions are mixed. This systematic
review will use rigorous methods to assess the quality and
content of CPGs and included recommendations for the
assessment and management of these four conditions. It
will add to the current body of knowledge with the intention to optimise care and outcomes for critically ill paediatric patients in the PICU.

DISCUSSION
This systematic review of CPGs will generate a succinct
and comprehensive summary of the best available
evidence for the assessment and management of pain,
sedation, delirium and iatrogenic withdrawal. This will
be a valuable first step towards standardising the assessment and management of pain, sedation, delirium and
iatrogenic withdrawal in the PICU.
Research on pain, sedation, delirium and iatrogenic
withdrawal practices across an international sample of
161 PICUs continues to demonstrate great variation.11
Although HCPs use measurement instruments to identify
patient changes based on behavioural cues, HCPs may
find it challenging to interpret and use scores and determine which multimodal interventions to use. The overlap
among similar behavioural cue items across measurement
instruments and the multiple measurement instruments
available has proved challenging for HCPs.13 14 Pain and
sedation, and delirium and withdrawal, are concomitant pairs. This is demonstrated by the development
and use of measurement instruments for these pairs
(eg, COMFORT behaviour scale43 and SOS-PD44). Using
measurement instruments is the first step towards goal-
directed care, and this review will synthesise strategies to
inform clinical practice.
Based on quality appraisal, the results will establish
which CPGs can be recommended for use and implementation into clinical practice. It will also provide accessible
summaries of the best evidence for each recommendation
and type of care intervention for the four conditions to
support implementation into practice. These results can
be used as the basis for the development of a combined
CPG for these four conditions specific for the PICU.
The strengths of this systematic review are the comprehensive search for CPGs on the four interrelated
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Synthesis of recommendations and their LoE
For medium and high methodological quality CPGs
(based on the AGREE II), all recommendations and
their related evidence will be extracted per condition.
Once extracted, each recommendation will be categorised based on the type of care intervention, including:
(1) prevention, (2) assessment and (3) management.
Management interventions will be further subdivided into pharmacological and non-
pharmacological.
Summary tables will be created to highlight the consistency of all recommendations for each condition. The
LoE associated with recommendations within each CPG
will be reported but not standardised across CPGs.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Table 1A: PRISMA-P1 (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic review and MetaAnalysis Protocols) 2015 checklist: recommended items to address in a systematic
review protocol
Section and
topic

Item
No

Checklist item

Page
number
(line)

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
Title:
6 (105 1a Identify the report as a protocol of a systematic review
Identification
112) + title
Update
1b If the protocol is for an update of a previous systematic
N/A
review, identify as such
Abstract + 6
Registration
2 If registered, provide the name of the registry (such as
PROSPERO) and registration number
(108-112)
Authors:
1 (3-5
Contact
3a Provide name, institutional affiliation, e-mail address of all
protocol authors; provide physical mailing address of
+table)
corresponding author
12 (270 –
3b Describe contributions of protocol authors and identify the
Contributions
guarantor of the review
273)
Amendments
4 If the protocol represents an amendment of a previously
6 (111-112)
completed or published protocol, identify as such and list
changes; otherwise, state plan for documenting important
protocol amendments
Support:
12 (275Sources
5a Indicate sources of financial or other support for the
review
276)
Sponsor
5b Provide name for the review funder and/or sponsor
N/A
Role of
5c Describe roles of funder(s), sponsor(s), and/or
N/A
sponsor or
institution(s), if any, in developing the protocol
funder
INTRODUCTION
Rationale
6 Describe the rationale for the review in the context of what 4-5 (36 -95)
is already known
Objectives
7 Provide an explicit statement of the question(s) the review 5-6 (95-103)
will address with reference to participants, interventions,
comparators, and outcomes (PICO)
METHODS
Eligibility criteria 8 Specify the study characteristics (such as PICO, study
design, setting, time frame) and report characteristics
(such as years considered, language, publication status)
to be used as criteria for eligibility for the review
Information
9 Describe all intended information sources (such as
electronic databases, contact with study authors, trial
sources
registers or other grey literature sources) with planned
dates of coverage

6-7 (113128; Table
1: PICAR)
8 (132 –
139)
(supplement
table 1B)
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Search strategy 10 Present draft of search strategy to be used for at least one 8 (140-146)
electronic database, including planned limits, such that it (supplement
could be repeated
table 1C)
Study records:
Data
8 (148 –
11a Describe the mechanism(s) that will be used to manage
management
records and data throughout the review
150)
Selection
8 (150 –
11b State the process that will be used for selecting studies
(such as two independent reviewers) through each phase
process
157)
of the review (that is, screening, eligibility and inclusion in
meta-analysis)
Data
9 (161 –
11c Describe planned method of extracting data from reports
collection
(such as piloting forms, done independently, in duplicate),
164)
any processes for obtaining and confirming data from
process
investigators
9 (165 –
Data items
12 List and define all variables for which data will be sought
(such as PICO items, funding sources), any pre-planned
174)
(supplement
data assumptions and simplifications
tables 1D –
4D)
Outcomes and 13 List and define all outcomes for which data will be sought, 9 - 10 (190including prioritization of main and additional outcomes,
prioritization
193)
with rationale
Risk of bias in
14 Describe anticipated methods for assessing risk of bias of 9 (176-189)
individual
individual studies, including whether this will be done at
the outcome or study level, or both; state how this
studies
information will be used in data synthesis
Data synthesis 15a Describe criteria under which study data will be
N/A
quantitatively synthesized
15b If data are appropriate for quantitative synthesis, describe
N/A
planned summary measures, methods of handling data
and methods of combining data from studies, including
any planned exploration of consistency (such as I2,
Kendall’s τ)
15c Describe any proposed additional analyses (such as
N/A
sensitivity or subgroup analyses, meta-regression)
10-11 (216
15d If quantitative synthesis is not appropriate, describe the
type of summary planned
– 226)
Meta-bias(es)
16 Specify any planned assessment of meta-bias(es) (such
None
as publication bias across studies, selective reporting
within studies)
Confidence in
11 (205 17 Describe how the strength of the body of evidence will be
cumulative
assessed (such as GRADE)
215)
evidence
N/A = not applicable
1
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Table 1B: Guideline repositories and Professional Societies/Organizations
Country/Region Website
Guideline repositories
Australian Clinical Practice Guidelines Portal

Australia

https://www.clinicalguidelines.gov.au/portal

BIGG International database of GRADE
guidelines

Worldwide

https://sites.bvsalud.org/bigg/en/biblio/

CISMeF Bonnes pratiques

France

https://doccismef.chu-rouen.fr/dc/#env=bp

ECRI Guidelines Trust

USA/UK

https://guidelines.ecri.org/

Guideline Central

USA

https://www.guidelinecentral.com/summaries/#summary-viewspecialty

Guidelines International Network (G-I-N)

Scotland

https://guidelines.ebmportal.com/

Infobanque Guides de Pratiques Clinique
(GPC)

Canada

https://jouleamc.ca/cpg/homepage

NICE Evidence Search

UK

https://www.evidence.nhs.uk/

TRIP

UK

https://www.tripdatabase.com/

Up-to-date Society guideline links

Netherlands

http://www.uptodate.com/contents/search

American Association of Critical-care Nurses

USA

https://www.aacn.org/clinical-resources/view-allissues?category=practice-alerts

European Society of Intensive Care Medicine
(ESICM)

Europe

https://www.esicm.org/

Professional societies/organizations
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European Society of Paediatric Neonatal
Intensive Care (ESPNIC)

Europe

https://espnic-online.org

National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE)

UK

www.nice.org.uk

Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario
(RNAO)

Canada

https://rnao.ca/bpg

Royal College of Nursing

UK

https://www.rcn.org.uk/

Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network
(SIGN)

Scotland

http://sign.ac.uk/index.html

Société de Réanimation de Langue Française
(SRLF)

France

https://srlf.org

Société Française d’Anesthésie et de
Réanimation (SFAR)

France

https://sfar.org

Société Suisse de Pédiatrie

Switzerland

https://www.paediatrieschweiz.ch/fr/

Société Suisse de Médecine Intensive (SSMI)

Switzerland

https://www.sgi-ssmi.ch/fr

Society of Critical Care Medicine (SCCM)

USA

https://www.sccm.org/Home

World Federation of Pediatric Intensive and
Critical Care Societies (WFPICCS)

Worldwide

httsp://wfpiccs.org
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Table 1C: Final search strategy for Embase.com
('pain'/de OR 'postoperative pain'/de OR 'analgesia'/exp OR 'conscious sedation'/de OR
'hypnotic sedative agent'/de OR 'delirium'/de OR 'hyperactive delirium'/de OR 'hypoactive
delirium'/de OR 'withdrawal syndrome'/de OR (pain OR discomfort OR analgesia OR
sedation OR sedative* OR delirium OR delirious* OR withdrawal*):ti,kw) AND ('practice
guideline'/de OR 'consensus development'/de OR ((expert* NEAR/3 opinion*) OR
guideline* OR cpg* OR guidance OR ((position OR policy) NEAR/3 (paper* OR
development)) OR ((practice OR clinical) NEAR/3 development) OR (practice NEAR/2
guide$) OR recommendation* OR consensus OR standards OR statement*):ti,kw) NOT
('adult'/exp NOT 'juvenile'/exp) AND [2010-3000]/py NOT ('conference abstract'/it OR
'conference review'/it) NOT ([animals]/lim NOT [humans]/lim)
9849 references (17 November 2021)
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